HOW NPS, Hyderabad, managed to adapt its Kindergarten
classrooms to the post-covid world and used a virtual
learning cycle to ensure learning does not stop at home.

Located in the he
art of Hyderabad
, Niraj
Public School is al
ways full to capaci
ty each
admission year.
With NatureNurtu
re, NPS
has redeﬁned its
learning outcom
es to
implement post-c
ovid learning ou
tcomes
and pedagogies.
NPS is strongly po
ised to
lead the way with
NN’s Flagship Le
arning
Program which re
placed publishe
r books
with a customised
kit for each learne
r.
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NPS recognized that accepting a standardized
learning program would not do justice to the
management’s vision for education and
parental expectations. To cement their
position as a leading education institution of
the city, NPS decided to join hands with
transactional pedagogy experts NatureNurture to curate a customized
program for the school.
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NatureNurture conducted a detailed
baseline assessment of the school to
understand existing learning outcomes and
processes before customizing new ones.
The training was subsequently segmented
into 2 spheres, spadework and unit by unit
training. Spadework was a consecutive 15
day orientation where all aspects of teaching
and learning from curriculum planning to
pedagogy & assessment were covered. The
educators blended into the program easily
after 15 consecutive days of transformation.
Unit by unit training served as refreshers
before commencement of each unit.

www.naturenurture.in

NatureNurture is a strong pillar of support
for schools to develop hybrid learning
alternatives to physical schooling.
NatureNurture's partnership with Google
and its adaptable assessment platform
coupled with the revolutionary VIRTUAL
LEARNING CYCLETM helped NPS sail through
the pandemic.

OUTREACH & PARENT SUPPORT
NPS could implement a progressive
learning program with extremely limited
parent resistance. The parenting sessions
conducted by NN experts were eye-openers
for parents. The support for admission
counseling and outreach helped NPS
ensure that they could reach out to
progressive parents who wanted a holistic
learning experience for their children.

